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TEHRAN (FNA)- The Damascus Army dispatched fresh military convoys to Northern Hama to
further reinvigorate its forces for massive operations against the terrorists in Idlib province amid
militants' continued attacks from the demilitarized zone in Northern Syria.

"The Syrian Army has dispatched new convoys to Southern Idlib and Northern Hama to be
prepared for imminent military operations in Northern Syria," the Arabic-language website of
Sputnik reported.

Meantime, the Syrian army continued its military advances in other parts of Syria over past 24
hours.

Tens of terrorists were killed and dozens more were injured during the Syrian army's operations
in provinces across Syria.

Hama-Idlib

The Syrian army sent new military convoys to Northern Hama to further reinvigorate its forces
for massive operations against the terrorists in Idlib province amid the militants' continued
attacks from the demilitarized zone in Northern Syria.

The Arabic-language website of Sputnik reported on Wednesday that the Syrian army has
dispatched fresh convoys to Southern Idlib and Northern Hama to be prepared for imminent
military operations in Northern Syria.
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It added that extensive military equipment has been sent to the Northern fronts of Hama to Sahl
al-Qab region in Northwestern Hama.

Meantime, a military source said that the terrorists launch repeated attacks from the
demilitarized zone on safe zones and military positions, adding that cleansing operations in the
region should be prioritized.

Tahrir al-Sham al-Hay'at (the Levant Liberation Board or the Al-Nusra Front) terrorists targeted
the town of Salhab and Mahradeh in Northern Hama by heavy rocket attacks which were
responded by the artillery and airstrikes of the Syrian army against their positions and
movements in the towns of al-Latamineh, Kafr Zita, Kafr Naboudeh, Rasm al-Ahmar, al-
Hawijeh, Qalat al-Maziq, al-Sakhar and al-Sahriyeh in Northern and Northwestern Hama.

The attacks destroyed several hideouts, vehicles and military equipment of the terrorists and
killed and wounded a large number of them.

Aleppo

Reports from local media said nearly two dozen Turkish soldiers have been killed and wounded
in heavy clashes with the Kurds in Northwestern Aleppo.

The Kurdish-language Hawar news reported on Thursday that the so-called 'Afrin Liberation
Forces' targeted two armored vehicles of the Turkish army in the village of Qatmeh in Shara
region in Afrin on April 30, killing 7 Turkish soldiers, wounding 5 others and destroying their
vehicles.

It added that another group of Turkish soldiers were trapped and engaged in clashes with the
Kurds in regions near Qatmeh, noting that 6 Turkish military men were wounded.

Also, 2 Turkish military commanders were killed and 3 others were severely wounded in
operations launched by 'Afrin Liberation Forces' against a Turkish army vehicle on the road
linking Shara region to the town of A'azaz in Northwestern Aleppo.

Reports from Afrin and A'azaz regions in Northern Aleppo said that heavy clashes had erupted
between the Kurdish fighters and the Turkish army and its affiliated militants in the past two
days, adding that the Turkish army has pounded the Kurdish positions in Northern Aleppo with
artillery fire.

Eastern Euphrates

Over 900 trucks carrying new US military and logistical aid have been sent to the regions
occupied by the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in Eastern Syria after Washington's
declaration of the ISIL collapse, media reports said.

The London-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) reported on Thursday that
the US coalition has only in a recent case sent nearly 65 trucks loaded with weapons and
military equipment from Iraq to the SDF-occupied areas in Eastern Euphrates.

It added that a least 945 trucks carrying military equipment have entered Eastern Syria after the
US and Washington-backed SDF declared the end of ISIL rule over the region.
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Damascus-Quneitra

The Syrian army found a large cache of weapons, including US and Israeli missiles as well as
West-made arms, during cleanup operations in areas formerly held by the terrorists in Southern
Syria.

The engineering units of the Syrian army discovered underground weapons caches during
purging operations in the towns and villages of Southern Syria.

A military source said that they found several US TOW missiles, Israeli LAV missiles, shoulder-
launched missiles, US-made M-16 guns, West-made sniper guns, machine-guns and tens of
thousands of rounds of ammunition, artilleries, mortars, TNT and advanced goggles.  
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